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Mr.Addon comes from the early 80's, where he was born as a Frankenstein. He was created by the
Emperor Solomon as a disposable weapon, but he was considered as the "greatest creation" of the
Emperor. Since then, Mr.Addon has been a legendary figure in the world of science and he is now the
last of his kind. He is a lonely creature who lives alone in an abandoned Martian surface, waiting for
the Time of Awakening, which will put an end to his days. Mr.Addon desires to bring you back the
future with a sun so bright that it will burn your enemies into a thousand times smaller things. Your
mission is to eliminate the Federation's machines and find the Big Human inside of the facility. He
will battle system maintenance technicians, Dominion aliens, replicating cyborgs and the madness
that the Power of his Cosmic Rebirth gives him, giving you the power to throw multi-frequency rays
of incredible energies and throw them into the enemies, turning them into exploding mounds. Use
the elements, teleportation portals, and solve the "sharp" puzzles of this adventure, while you enjoy
viewing the pictorial work of Peláez Ochoa and the musical work of unTIL BEN. Mr.Addon is a cosmic
renegade who has come to a section of the Sulpicius Gallus M crater to help awaken the "Big
Human" who remains asleep within. He accompanies Mr. Addon on this not-for-the-faint adventure,
where he will battle system maintenance technicians, Dominion aliens, and replicating cyborgs. Use
your powers to bring together what is above and what is below by turning your enemies into
exploding moons! Complete the 3 levels in a row and kill their 3 final bosses. Use the elements, ice,
fire, teleportation portals and solve the “sharp” puzzles of this adventure, while you enjoy viewing
the pictorial work of Peláez Ochoa and the musical work of unTIL BEN. Are you coming with Mr.
Addon to the Moon? Omni Nova is a studio based in Madrid (Spain), with an excellent amount of IPs
and an employee team with the required skills to finish each game and our projects, all of which with
the aim of creating a unique and strong, high quality games. We focus on the development and
production of indie games. We have a passion to help players enjoy the games we work on. In this
social environment we intend to create games and art, stimulate

Features Key:
Increasing massive complex levels of trial and error.
More than 70 levels in over two hour play.
Developed by ex-hackers turned game developers.
Full English, French, German and Spanish speaking game players.
>
Google Play Store price: $1.99
Amazing graphics & design.
Introducing monsters, vampires, demons, swamp creatures, zombies, ghosts, kings and other
astonishing new contents that simply other game does not have.
Some levels are broken down into simple reactions.
Music and sound effects.
A revolutionary twist to old fashioned video games.
No zombies.
No walking forwards.
Modern multi-choice game play system for hours of fun.
Automatically searches for leaders that assist clues and solutions to each level.
Adorable graphics.
Smooth and superb controls.
No repetitively failed levels.
The game will never hang.

A review of some of the top level questions of our game. Read it to get clearer
idea about the game.
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Why would anybody pay $1.99 for a game like this?
True Demon sounds more like a bad movie than a good game.
Why did you call it True Demon?
How did you name it?
True Demon doesn't stand for the truth. That's kinda mean.
Do you really have a dragon?
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